In order to conserve space, each test has been assigned only one subject heading. More thorough access is provided by Webster, Maxwell Library’s online catalog, http://webster.bridgew.edu.

The Educational Resource Center houses numerous reference sources relevant to testing, including:

- Mental Measurements Yearbook
- Tests in Print
- Test Critiques
- Guide to 100 Tests for Special Education
- Consumer's Guide to Tests in Print
- Special Educator's Comprehensive Guide to 301 Diagnostic Tests
- Directory of Unpublished Experimental Mental Measures

*Mental Measurements Yearbook* is also available as an online database (off-campus access requires a BSU user account). To access it from the Maxwell Library web page, click on Databases A-Z, select the M tab, then scroll down and click on *Mental Measurements Yearbook*.

The Tests and Measures MaxGuide, [http://maxguides.bridgew.edu/testsandmeasures](http://maxguides.bridgew.edu/testsandmeasures), also contains a significant listing of resources on topics related to tests and testing.

For a glossary of terms, visit:

Glossary of Testing, Measurement, and Statistical Terms

A Glossary of Measurement Terms – The Psychological Corporation

Glossary - Basic Measurement Concepts
TEST USE POLICY

This policy was written in accordance with copyright laws, the requirements of test publishers and AERA-APA-NCME standards (see Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, Cur Lib Ref LB 3051/A693/1999).

The purpose of the Educational Resource Center test collection is to provide qualified persons with samples of standardized tests for examination and study.

A qualified person may be defined as:
- A college faculty member whose field is involved with standardized tests
- A student of the college who is taking a course in which standardized tests are taught
- Other patrons of the library whose training qualifies them to examine these materials.

It is essential that access to the test collection be limited to the above user categories in order that the security of the tests not be compromised. Most test publishers demand a written statement from the library indicating that only qualified persons will have access to the tests. It is not the function of the library to provide materials for the administering of tests, and the library does not approve of duplicating test materials for any purpose. Persons will not be allowed to use the collection to prepare for taking a test or to critique the results of a test administered by a professional. With these factors in mind, the following rules will apply to the use of the test collection:

The collection will be maintained in closed files. All persons using the collection must ask the staff person on duty for the desired test, and the staff person may require the user to describe his or her qualifications and intentions (students may want to bring a syllabus or other proof that they are enrolled in appropriate course work).

Persons using tests must leave identification and sign the sheet provided at the Educational Resource Center service desk. Users will be allowed to sign out only one test at a time.

Tests must not be taken out of the Educational Resource Center, except by special permission of the Educational Resource Librarian or one of her assistants.

Special permission to take tests out of the library will be granted to qualified faculty of the college for demonstrations or presentations. The normal limit will be one test per person, and tests will be let out on a same day or overnight basis only.

Persons using tests should check the contents for missing items when signing out tests. Missing items should be reported to the staff person on duty.

Tests are not available through SMCL or ILL; however, persons from other institutions may examine tests in the Educational Resource Center, provided they meet the above qualifications and can demonstrate those qualifications with appropriate documentation.
**ACADEMIC INTERESTS**

Educational Development Series      1984-1985      Grades 2.5-7.8

**ACHIEVEMENT**

3-R’s Test      1982      Grades K-12

American School Achievement Tests-Advanced Battery 1957-1963 Grades 7-9
American School Achievement Tests-Arithmetic Readiness 1955 Grades K-1
American School Achievement Tests-Intermediate Battery 1957-1961 Grades 4-6

Basic Achievement Skills Individual Screener (BASIS) 1983 Grades 1-12 & post high school
Basic Skills Assessment 1977 Grades 7-12


Cooperative Primary Tests 1965-1967 Grades 1.5-3.0

Curriculum Frameworks Assessment System (CFAS) 1990-1992 Grades 1-12

Curriculum Referenced Test of Mastery (CRTM) 1983 Grades 1-12

Diagnostic Achievement Battery 3rd Ed (DAB-3) 2001 Ages 6-11

Diagnostic Achievement Test for Adolescents 2nd Ed (DATA-2) 1993 Grades 7-12

Fundamental Achievement Series-Form B 1968-1969 Semiliterate adults

Hammill Multiability Achievement Test (HAMAT) 1998 Ages 7-17

Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) Form M 1996 Grades K-9

Iowa Tests of Educational Development (ITED) Form M 1996 Grades 9-12

Kaufman Test of Educational Achievement (K-TEA) 1985 Grades 1-12

Kaufman Test of Educational Achievement II: comprehensive form (K-TEA II) 2004 Ages 4.5-25

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Elementary 1 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Elementary 2 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Intermediate 1 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Intermediate 2 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Intermediate 3 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Intermediate 4 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Preprimer 1 (MAT8) 2002 Grades K-12

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Primary 1 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Primary 2 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Primary 3 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Secondary 1 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Secondary 2 (MAT8) 2002

Metropolitan Achievement Tests-Secondary 3 (MAT8) 2002

Mini-Battery of Achievement 1994 Age 4-Adult

Minnesota High School Achievement Examinations-Form EH 1968-1977 Grades 9-12

Multilevel Academic Survey Test (MAST) 1985 Grades K-12

National Educational Development Tests 1970-1974 Grades 7-10

National Proficiency Survey Series-Science & Social Studies 1989 Grades 9-12

Peabody Individual Achievement Test-Rev (PIAT-R) 1989 Grades K-12

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (Step III) 1979 Grades PreK-12

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress-Preprimary A (Step III-Circus) 1974-1976

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress-Preprimary B (Step III-Circus) 1976 Gr. PreK-12

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress-Primary C (Step III-Circus) 1979

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress-Primary D (Step III-Circus) 1979 Grades PreK-12


SRA Survey of Basic Skills-levels 20-23 1984-1985 Grades K-12

SRA Survey of Basic Skills-levels 34-37 1984-1985

Stanford Achievement Test-Advanced 1 Form S-9th Ed (SAT) 1996 Grade 10

Stanford Achievement Test-Advanced 2 Form S-9th Ed (SAT) 1996
Stanford Achievement Test-Intermediate 1 Form S-9th Ed (SAT) 1996  Grades 1.5-9.9
Stanford Achievement Test-Intermediate 2 Form S-9th Ed (SAT) 1996
Stanford Achievement Test-Primary 1 Form S-9th Ed (SAT) 1996  Grades K-1.5
Stanford Achievement Test-Primary 2 Form S-9th Ed (SAT) 1996
Stanford Early School Achievement Test-Level 2 Form S-4th Ed 1996 Grades K-1.5
Stanford Test of Academic Skills (TASK) 1-Form J-3rd Ed 1989 Grades 9.0-12.9
Stanford Test of Academic Skills (TASK) 2-Form S/SA 4th Ed 1996 Grade 10
Test of Academic Performance (TAP) 1989 Grades K-12
Tests of Achievement & Proficiency (TAP) Form M 1996 Grades 9-12
Tests of Adult Basic Education Forms 7&8 (TABE) 1994 ed Adult
Wechsler Individual Achievement Test (WIAT) 1992 Grades K-12
Wechsler Individual Achievement Test, 2nd ed. (WIAT-II) 2001 Age 4-Adult
Wechsler Individual Achievement Test, 3rd ed. (WIAT-III) 2009 Age 4.0-50.11
Wide Range Achievement Test 3 (WRAT 3) 1993 Ages 5-75
Woodcock-Johnson, 3rd ed., Test of Achievement (WJ-III) 2001 Ages 2-95
Young Children's Achievement Test 2000 Ages 4-7

ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
Adaptive Behavior Assessment System (ABAS) 2000 Ages 5-89
Adaptive Behavior Inventory (ABI) 1986 Ages 6.0-18.11
Adaptive Behavior Scale-School 2nd Ed (ABS-S:2) 1993 Ages 3-16
Balthazar Scales of Adaptive Behavior I-Scales of Functional Independence 1971 Severe SPED Adults
Balthazar Scales of Adaptive Behavior II-Scales of Social Adaption 1971 Moderate SPED Children
Brief Index of Adaptive Behavior 1984 Ages 5-17
Comprehensive Test of Adaptive Behavior (CTAB) 1984 All ages
Normative Adaptive Behavior Checklist (NABC) 1984 Ages birth-21
Street Survival Skills Questionnaire 1979-1989 Grades 2 & up
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 1985 Ages 3-12
Weller/Strawser Scales of Adaptive Behavior 1981 Ages 6-18

AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR
Aggression Questionnaire (AQ) 2000 Ages 9-88

ALCOHOLICS
Adolescent Drinking Index (ADI) 1989 Ages 12-17

ALGEBRA
Breslich Algebra Survey Test 1930-1931 First & second semester of high school
California Algebra Aptitude Test 1958 Grades 9-12
Iowa Algebra Aptitude Test 4th Ed 1993 Grades 7-12, junior college
Lankton First-Year Algebra Test-Rev Ed 1965 Grades 8-12
Modern Algebra Test-Content Evaluation Series 1972 1 year of high school
Orleans/Hanna Algebra Prognosis Test-3rd Ed 1998 Grades 7-11

ANXIETY
Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) 1993 Ages 17-80
IPAT Anxiety Scale Questionnaire 1976 Ages 14 & up
Revised Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale (RCMAS) 1985 Ages 6-19
State/Trait Anxiety Inventory for Children(STAIC) 1973 Ages 4-6
State/Trait Anxiety Inventory-Form Y (STAI) 1983 Grades 9-16, Adult
Test Anxiety Inventory (TAI) 1980 Grades 7-16
**APHASIA**

Boston Naming Test 1983   Ages 5.5-10.5 & Adult
Sklar Aphasia Scale 1973   Adult

**APTITUDE**

Academic Promise Tests 1961-1965 Grades 6-9
Comprehensive Ability Battery (CAB) 1975-1976 Ages 15 & up
Detroit General Aptitude Exam 1938 Grades 6-12
Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude-4th Ed (DTLA-4) 1998 Ages 6-17
Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude-Primary (DTLA-P) 2nd Ed 1991 Ages 3-9 & low-functioning school children

Differential Aptitude Test-Form C 5th Ed 1990 Grades 7-12
Early Identification Screening Program 1982 Grades K-1
Kuhlmann/Finch Scholastic Aptitude Tests 1952-1960 Grades 1-12
Otis/Lennon School Ability Test (OLSAT)-7th Ed 1996 Grades K, 3, 6-8, 9-12
School & College Ability Test-Scat Series III 1979 Grades 3-12
Short Form Test of Academic Aptitude 1970 Grades 1.5-3.4
SRA Short Test of Educational Ability-Level 1-2 1966-1974
SRA Short Test of Educational Ability-Level 1-2 Spanish Ed 1966-1974 Grades K-3
SRA Short Test of Educational Ability-Level 3-5 1966-1974 Grades K-12
Tests of General Ability(SRA) 1957-1959 Grades K-12

**ART**

Graves Design Judgment Test 1946 Grade 7-Adult
Horn Art Aptitude Inventory 1951 Grade 12-Adult

**AT-RISK STUDENTS**

Early Screening Inventory Rev (ESI-R) 1997 Ages 3.0-4.5
Academic Intervention Monitoring System (AIMS) 2001 Grades K-12

**ATTENTION SPAN**

Knox's Cube Test-Junior Version 1980 Ages 3 & up

**ATTITUDES**

Cultural Attitude Inventories 1974 Grades 4-Adult
Cultural Attitude Scale Test 1973-1974 Grades K-6
Student Opinion Inventory-Rev 1981 Secondary school students
Survey of School Attitudes 1975 Grades 1-8

**BASIC SKILLS**

Basic Educational Skills Test (BEST) 1979 Grades 1.5-5
Basic School Skills Inventory 3rd Ed (BSSI-3) 1998 Ages 4-6
Boehm Test of Basic Concepts, 3rd ed. (Boehm III) 2000-2001 Grades K-2
Brigance Diagnostic Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills, revised 1999 Grades K-9
Brigance Diagnostic Employability Skills Inventory 1995 Secondary, vocational & adult ed.
Brigance Diagnostic Inventory of Basic Skills 1977 Grades K-6
Brigance Diagnostic Life Skills Inventory 1994 Grades 2-8
Brigance Inventory of Essential Skills 1981 Grades 4-12
Cognitive Skills Assessment Battery 1974 Grades PreK-K
Cooperative Preschool Inventory-rev ed 1970 Ages 3-6
Criterion Test of Basic Skills 1976 Ages 6-10
Developing Skills Checklist 1990 Ages 4-6.8
Early School Assessment 1990 Grades PreK-1
Everyday Skills Tests 1975 Grades 6, 8, 10

Educational Resource Center, Maxwell Library   Bridgewater State University
Inventory of Primary Skills 1970  Grades K-1
Kaufman Functional Academic Skills Test (K-FAST) 1994  Ages 15-85+
Life Skills: Tests of Functional Competencies in Reading and Math 1979-1981  Grade 9-Adult
Primary Test of Cognitive Skills 1990  Ages 4.6-6.11
Psychoeducational Inventory of Basic Learning Abilities 1968  Ages 5-12 w/suspected LD
Psychoeducational Profile of Basic Learning Abilities 1966  Ages 2-14 w/suspected LD
Rapid Exam for Early Referral 1981  Ages 3-6
SRA Reading & Arithmetic Indexes 1968-1974  Age 14 & up
SRA Survival Skills in Reading and Mathematics 1976  Grades 6-12
Test of Basic Experiences-Level K (TOBE) 1970-1975  Grades Preschool-1
Tests for Everyday Living (TEL) 1979  Grades 7-12
TMR School Competency Scales 1976  Age 5-Adult
Uniform Performance Assessment System (UPAS) 1981  Ages birth-6
Valett Developmental Survey of Basic Learning Abilities 1966  Ages 2-7

BIOLOGY

BURNOUT
Maslach Burnout Inventory 3rd ed 1996  Adult

CAREER EDUCATION
Career Assessment Inventory, Enhanced Version (CAI – EnV) 1986  Age 15 & up
Career Awareness Inventory (CAI) 1974  Grades 3-6
Career Awareness Inventory (CAI)-Advanced Level 1974-1979  Grades 7-12
Career Maturity Inventory 1973  Grades 6-12
Career Planning Program for Grades 8-12 1974  Grades 8-12

CHILD ABUSE
Checklist for Child Abuse Evaluation 1990  Children & Adolescents

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Bayley Scales of Infant Development 1969  Ages 2-30 months
Birth to Three Developmental Scale 1979  Age 3 & under
Brigance Diagnostic Inventory of Early Development, rev. 1991  Ages birth-7yrs
Brigance Early Preschool Screen 1990  Ages 2-2 1/2
Brigance K & 1 Screen, rev 1992  Grades K-1
Brigance Preschool Screen 2000  Ages 3-4
Callier-Azusa Scale Forms G & H 1978-1985  Handicapped Children
Child Development Inventory (CDI) 1992  Ages 1.3-6.3
Denver II (Denver Developmental Screening Test) 1990-1996  Ages birth-6 yrs
Developmental Profile II 1984-1985  Ages birth-9.5 yrs
Developmental Task Analysis 1969  Grades K-6
Gesell Development Schedules 1949  Ages 4 wks-6 yrs
Kaufman Survey of Early Academic and Language Skills 1993  Ages 3.0-6.11
Let's Look at Children 1965  Grade 1
McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities 1972  Ages 2.5-8.5
Pediatric Examination of Educational Readiness (PEER) 1982  Ages 4-6
Smith/Johnson Nonverbal Performance Scale 1977  Ages 2-4
Tasks of Emotional Development Test: A Projective Test for Children and Adolescents 1975  Ages 6-11 and 12-18

CLERICAL SKILLS
Aptitude Tests for Occupations-Clerical Routine Aptitude 1977  Grade 9-Adult
General Clerical Test 1950-1969  Grades 9-16
COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR
Arlin Test of Formal Reasoning 1984  Grade 6-Adult
Otis/Lennon School Ability Test (OLSAT)-7th Ed 1996  Grades K, 3, 6-8, 9-12
Nonverbal Test of Cognitive Skills (NTCS) 1981  Grades K-7
Wachs Analysis of Cognitive Structures 1977  Ages 3.0-5.11

COLLEGE ADMISSIONS
College Qualification Tests 1956-1961  Candidates for college entrance

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Student Adaptation to College Questionnaire (SACQ) 1989  College freshmen

COLOR BLINDNESS
Farnsworth Dichotomous Test for Color Blindness-Panel D-15 1947  Ages 12 & up

COMPUTERS
Computer Aptitude, Literacy, & Interest Profile (CALIP) 1984  Ages 12 & up
Computer Competence Tests 1986  Grades 4-Adult

CONSUMER EDUCATION
Mastery Test in Consumer Economics 1984  Grades 8-12
Test of Consumer Competencies 1975-1976  Grades 8-12

COPING
Survey of Personal Values 1965-1967  Adults

CREATIVITY
Creative Reasoning Test 1989  Presecondary-College
Creativity Assessment Packet 1980  Grades 3-12
Creativity Checklist (CCh) 1979  Grade K-Graduate School
Creativity Tests for Children 1971  Grade 4 & up
Thinking Creatively in Action & Movement 1981  Ages 3-8
Thinking Creatively with Sounds & Words 1973  Grades 3-12 & Adults
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking 1966-1974  Grade K-Graduate School

CRITICAL THINKING
Cornell Critical Thinking Tests Level X & Level Z 1985  Grade 4-Adult
Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Essay Test 1985  Grade 7 & up
Valett Inventory of Critical Thinking Abilities (VICTA) 1981  Ages 4-15
Watson/Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 1980 Ed  Grades 9-12, College & Adult

DEPRESSION
Beck Depression Inventory, 2nd ed. (BDI-II) 1996  Ages 13-80
IPAT Depression Scale 1976  Adult
Reynolds Adolescent Depression Scale 1987  Ages 13-18

DYSLEXIA
Dyslexia Schedule & School Entrance Check List 1969  Grade 1 & children w/reading difficulties
Dyslexia Screening Instrument 1994  Grades 1-12 or Ages 6-21
Dyslexia Screening Survey 1980  Primary grades

EARTH SCIENCE
EATING DISORDERS
Eating Disorder Inventory-2 (EDI-2) 1991 Ages 12 & up

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Analytical Survey Test in English Fundamentals 1957 Grades 9-13
Assessment of Children's Language Comprehension-Rev 1973 Ages 3-7
Gesell Action Agent Test 1964-1980 Ages 3-6
Language Arts Diagnostic Prob I-Probes into Capitalization (SALI I) 1970 Grades 3-9
Language Arts Diagnostic Prob II-Probes into Punctuation (SALI II) 1970 Grades 3-9
Language Arts Tests-Content Evaluation Series 1969 Grades 7-9
Language Assessment Battery 1976 Grades K-12
Multilevel Academic Skills Inventory-Reading & Language Arts (MASI) 1982 Grades 1-8
Picture Story Language Test 1965 Ages 7-17
Purdue High School English Test 1962-1963 Grades 9-12
Tressler English Minimum Essentials Test-Rev Ed 1954 Grades 8-12
Woodcock Language Proficiency Battery-English Form Rev 1991 Ages 3-80

FEELINGS
FIRO-F 1957 Grade 9-Adult

FRENCH LANGUAGE
Baltimore County French Test 1962 1st yr of high school French
Cooperative Foreign Language Tests-French & Latin 1940-1968 after 2nd yr of French instruction
MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests-French Language 1963-1965 High school-College

FRUSTRATION
Rosenzweig Picture-Frustration Study 1948 Ages 4-13

GEOMETRY
Howell Geometry Test 1969 Grades 9-12
Modern Geometry Test-Content Evaluation Series 1971 Grades 10-12
Orleans/Hanna Geometry Prognosis Test 1968 Grades 8-11

GERMAN LANGUAGE
MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests-German 1963-1965 High school-College

GIFTED
Gifted & Talented Evaluation Scale (GATES) 1996 Ages 5-18
Gifted & Talented Screening Form (GTSF) 1979 Grades K-9
Gifted Evaluation Scale 1998 Grades K-12
Group Inventory for Finding Creative Talent (GIFT) 1980 Grades K-6
Group Inventory for Finding Interests (GIFFI) 1979 Grades 6-12
Pride-Preschool & Kindergarten Interest Descriptor 1983 Grades PreK-K
Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students 1976 Test developed from research with students grades 4-6
Scales of Creativity & Learning Environment (SCALE) 1986 Elementary-High School
Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary Students (SAGES) 1987 Ages 7.0-12.11

GRAMMAR
Pressey Diagnostic Tests in English Composition-C Grammar 1923 Grades 7-12
HANDICAPPED
Measurement of Attitudes Toward Disabled Persons 1970 Disabled & non-disabled adults
Peer Attitudes Toward the Handicapped Scale (PATHS) 1981 Grades 4-8

HANDWRITING
Ayres Measuring Scale for Handwriting 1912-1917 Grades 5-8
Denver Handwriting Analysis (DHA) 1983 Grades 3-8
Writing Evaluation Scales 1974 Grades 1-9

HEALTH EDUCATION
AAHPER Cooperative Health Education Test 1971-1972 Grades 5-9
Acorn National Achievement Test-Health & Safety 1959 Grades 3-6
National Achievement Tests-Health Test 1938-1962 Grades 3-8

HEALTH STATUS
RAND-36 Health Status Inventory (RAND-36 HSI) 1998 Age 18 & up

HEARING
Auditory Discrimination Test (WEPMAN ADT) 2nd Ed 1987 Ages 4-8
Auditory Memory Span Test 1973 Ages 5-8
Auditory Sequential Memory Test 1973 Ages 5-8
Denver Audiometric Screening Test (DAST) 1973 Ages 3-6
Denver Auditory Phoneme Sequencing Test (DAPST) 1979 Ages 5-12
Goldman/Fristoe/Woodcock Test of Auditory Discrimination 1970 Age 4 & up
Kindergarten Auditory Screening Test 1971 Grades K-1
Language-Structured Auditory Retention Span Test-Rev Ed (LARS) 1989 Ages 3.7-Adult
Lindamood Auditory Conceptualization Test 1979 Grades K-12
Olliphant Auditory Discrimination Memory Test 1971 Grades 2-6
Picture Spondee Threshold Test 1983 Speaking age-Adult
Screening Test for Auditory Comprehension of Language-English/ Spanish 1973 Ages 3-6
Screening Test for Auditory Perception-Experimental Ed 1969 Grades 2-6 & remedial classes
Test of Auditory Analysis Skills 1975 Grades K-3
Test of Auditory Discrimination 1975 Grades K-6
Test of Nonverbal Auditory Discrimination (TENVAD) 1975 Grades 1-3
Tree/Bee Test of Auditory Discrimination 1978 Ages 3-Adult
Washington Speech Sound Discrimination Test 1971 Ages 3-5
Word Intelligibility by Picture Identification 1971 Hearing-impaired children ages 5-13

HISTORY
Cooperative Topical Test in American History 1963 High school
Crary American History Test-Rev Ed 1965 Grades 10-13

HOPELESSNESS
Beck Hopelessness Scale (BHS) 1993 Ages 17-80

HYPERACTIVITY
ADD-H: Comprehensive Teacher's Rating Scale (ACTERS)-2nd ED 1991 Grade K-Adult
ADHD Symptom Checklist-4 (ADHD-SC4) 1997 Ages 3-18
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder Test (ADHDT) 1995 Ages 3-23
Children's Attention & Adjustment Survey 1990 Ages 5-13
Conners' Rating Scales Rev (CRS-R) 1997 Ages 3-17
Spadafore ADHD Rating Scale 1997 Ages 5-19
INCLUSION
Scales for Predicting Successful Inclusion (SPSI) 1997 Ages 5-18

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Cooperative Industrial Arts Tests 1969-1970 Grades 7-9

INTELLIGENCE
American School Intelligence Test-High School Battery 1963 Grades 10-12
American School Intelligence Test-Primary Battery 1963 Grades K-3
Analysis of Learning Potential-Advanced I Battery 1970 Grades 7-9
Analysis of Learning Potential-Advanced II Battery 1970 Grades 10-12
Analysis of Learning Potential-Elementary Battery 1970 Grades 4-6
Analysis of Learning Potential-Primary I Battery 1970 Grade 1
Analysis of Learning Potential-Primary II Battery 1970 Grades 2-3
Arthur Point Scale of Performance Test 1947 Age 4.5-Adult
Black Intelligence Test of Cultural Homogeneity (BITCH) 1972 Adolescents & Adults
California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity 1962-1963 Grades K-1
Cattell Culture Fair Intelligence Test-Scale 2&3 1960-1973 Age 8-Adult
Chicago Non-Verbal Examination 1963 Age 6 & up
Cognitive Abilities Test Form 6 (CogAT 6) 2001 Grades K-12
Counter Intelligence Test-Chitlings 1968 All ages
Detroit General Intelligence Exam-Form A 1954 Grades 7-12
Full-Range Picture Vocabulary Test 1948 Age 2 & up
Goodenough/Harris Drawing Test 1963 Ages 3-15
Henmon/Nelson Test of Mental Ability 1957-1958 Grades 3-12
Henmon/Nelson Test of Mental Ability-College Level-Rev Ed 1961 Grades 13-16/1st yr of grad sch.
Hiskay/Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude 1966 Ages 3-16
Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test (K-BIT) 1990 Ages 4-90
Kuhlmann/Anderson Tests-8th Ed 1982 Grades K-12
Learning Efficiency Test-II (LET-II) 1992 Age 5-Adult
Leiter International Performance Scale 1982 Age 3-16
Lorge/Thordike Intelligence Tests 1954-1964 Grades 3-13
Minnesota Preschool Scale 1940 Ages 1-6
Oregon Academic Ranking Test 1965 Grades 3-7
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 3rd Ed Form IIIA (PPVT-III A) 1997 Ages 2.5-90
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 4th Ed Forms A and B (PPVT-4) 2007 Ages 2.6-90
Preschool Attainment Record-Research Ed 1966 Ages 6 months-7 yrs
Pressey Classification & Verifying Tests 1958 Grades 1-2, 3-6, 7-12, & Adult
PSR (Psychological Stimulus Response) Test (for Severely Multiply-Handicapped Children) 1977-1982 Ages 1-10
Ross Test of Higher Cognitive Processes 1976-1979 Grades 4-6
Slosson Full-Range Intelligence Test (S-FRIT) 1993 Ages 5-21
Slosson Intelligence Test (SIT-R)-Rev Ed 1990-1998 Children & Adults
SRA Pictorial Reasoning Test 1966-1973 Age 14 & up
SRA Primary Mental Abilities (PMA) 1962-1970 Grades K-12, Adults
Standard Progressive Matrices 1938-1960 Age 6 & up
Stanford/Binet Intelligence Scale-4th Ed 1986 Age 2-Adult
Stanford Ohwaki/Kohs Block Design Intelligence Test for the Blind 1966 Age 16 & up
System of Multicultural Pluralistic Assessment (SOMPA) 1977-1979 Ages 5-11
Test of Cognitive Skills 2nd Ed (TCS/2) 1992-1993 Grades K-12
Test of Nonverbal Intelligence 3rd Ed (TONI-3) 1997 Ages 5-85
Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test (UNIT) 1998 Grades K-12
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) 1999 Ages 6-89
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Rev (WAIS-R)  1981  Ages 16-74
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale 3rd Ed (WAIS-III)  1997  Ages 16-89
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 3rd Ed (WISC-III)  1991  Ages 6.0-16.11
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 4th ed. (WISC-IV)  2003  Ages 6-16
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Rev (WISC-R)  1974  Ages 5-15
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children III as a Process Instrument (WISC-III-PI)  1999  Ages 6.0-16.11
Wechsler Preschool & Primary Scale of Intelligence-Rev Ed (WPPSI-R)  1989  Ages 3-7
Wide Range Intelligence & Personality Test (WRIP)  1974  Ages 9-54
Wide Range Intelligence Test (WRIT)  2000  Ages 4-85
Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery-Rev (WJ-R)  1989/90  Ages 24 months-95 yrs
Woodcock-Johnson, 3rd ed., Test of Cognitive Abilities (W-J III)  2001  Ages 2-95

INTERESTS
What I Like to Do  1954-1958  Grades 4-7
Wide Range Interest/Opinion Test (WRIOT)  1979  Age 5-Adult

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Survey of Interpersonal Values (SRA)  1960  Grade 9-Adult

ITALIAN LANGUAGE
MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests-Italian 1963-1965  High school-College

LANGUAGES
Modern Language Aptitude Test  1955-1987  Grade 9 & up
Modern Language Aptitude Test-Elementary  1965-1967  Grades 3-6
Pimsleur Language Aptitude Battery  1966  Grades 6-12

LATERAL DOMINANCE
Harris Tests of Lateral Dominance  1958  Age 7 & up

LEARNING DISABILITIES
Behavior Assessment System for Children (BASC-2)  2005  Ages 2-25
Einstein Measurement of Children's Cognitions (E=MC2)  1996  Grades K-5
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities 3rd Ed (ITPA-3)  2001  Ages 5-12
Integrated Motor Activities Screening-Research Ed  1990  Pre-K
Meeting Street School Screening Test  1969  Grades K-1
Psycholinguistic Rating Scale (PRS)  1982  Grades K-8.9
Pupil Rating Scale-Rev  1981  Ages 5-14
Screening Test for the Assignment of Remedial Treatments (START)  1968  Ages 4.6-6.5
Screening Test of Academic Readiness  1966  Ages 4.0-6.5
Screening Tests for Identifying Children with Special Language Disabilities (Slingerland)  1970-1984  Grades 1-6
Screening Tests to be Used by the Classroom Teacher  1967-1970  Ages 6-16
Specific Language Disability Test  1967  Grades 6-8
Symbol Digit Modalities Test  1973-1982  Ages 8-75
Token Test for Children  1978  Ages 3-12

LEARNING STYLE
Barsch Learning Style Inventory-Rev Ed  1996  Grades 7-12 & College
Learning Style Identification Scale  1981  Grades 1-8
Learning Style Inventory  1977-1981  Grades 3-12
Learning Styles Inventory (LSI, Canfield)  1988  Grade 7 & up
Learning Styles Inventory (LSI, Renzulli)  1978  Grades 4-12
Style of Learning & Thinking (SOLAT)  1988  Grades K-12
LEISURE
Leisure Activities Blank (LAB) 1974-1975 Adolescents & Adults

LIBRARY SKILLS
Library Skills Test 1981 Grades 7-13
National Test of Library Skills 1967 Grades 2-12

LISTENING
Brown/Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test-Evaluation & Adjustment Series 1955 Grades 9-12
California Achievement Tests (CAT/5) Listening & Speaking Checklist 1993 Grades K-12
Test for Auditory Comprehension of Language-3rd Ed (TACL-3) 1999 Ages 3.0-9.11

LITERATURE
Cooperative Literature Tests 1972 Grades 9-12
Look at Literature-the NCTE Cooperative Test of Critical Reading... 1968-1969 Grades 4-6

MANUAL DEXTERITY
Pennsylvanian Bi-Manual Work Sample 1945 Age 16 & up
Purdue Pegboard 1968 Grade 9-Adult

MARRIAGE
California Marriage Readiness Evaluation 1965 Adult
Marriage Adjustment Inventory 1962 Adult

MATHEMATICS
Aptitude Tests for Occupations-Computational Aptitude 1977 Grade 9-Adult
Arithmetic Readiness Inventory 1977 Grades K-3
Assessment of Skills in Computation (ASC) 1978 Grade 7 & under
Basic Skills in Arithmetic 1945 Grades 6-12
Bobbs/Merrill Arithmetic Achievement Tests-Form A 1963 Grades 1-9
Bobbs/Merrill Arithmetic Achievement Tests-Form B 1963
California Diagnostic Mathematics Tests 1989 Grades 1-12
Comprehensive Mathematical Abilities Test (CMAT) 2003 Grades K-12
Contemporary Mathematics Tests 1964-1966 Grades 3-12
Cooperative Mathematics Tests 1964 Grade 7-College
Diagnostic Chart for Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic 1925 Grades 2-8
Diagnostic Mathematics Inventory 1975-1978 Grades 1.5-8.5
Diagnostic Tests & Self-Helps in Arithmetic 1955 Grades 3-12
Enright Diagnostic Inventory of Basic Arithmetic Skills 1983 Grades 1-6
Individual Pupil Monitoring System-Mathematics 1973-1974 Grades 2,4,6,8
KeyMath-Revised 1988 Grades K-9
KeyMath 3 2007-2008 Grades K-12
Kraner Preschool Math Inventory 1976 Ages 3-6
Mastery-An Evaluation Tool 1975 Grades 3-9
Mathematics Inventory Tests 1970 Grades 4-12
Mathematics Test-Content Evaluation Series 1969 Grades 7-9
Multilevel Academic Skills Inventory-Math (MASI) 1982 Grades 1-8
Peabody Mathematics Readiness Test 1979 Grades K-1
Prescriptive Mathematics Inventory 1971-1972 Grades 4-5
Sequential Assessment of Mathematics Inventories (SAMI) 1985 Grades K-8
SRA Modern Math Understanding Test 1966-1968 Grades 1-2, 4-9
Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test-4th Ed Blue Level 1995
Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test-4th Ed Green Level 1995 Grades 1.5-13.0
Stanford Modern Mathematics Concepts Test-Advanced Level  1965  Grades 7.0-9.5  
Stanford Modern Mathematics Concepts Test-Intermediate II Level  1965  Grades 5.5-6.9  
Test of Cognitive Style in Mathematics  1986  Grade 6-Adult  
Test of Mathematical Abilities 2nd Ed (TOMA-2)  1994  Ages 3.0-8.11  
Test of Performance in Computational Skills (Topics)  1978  Grade 10 & under  

MECHANICAL ABILITY  
Aptitude Tests for Occupations-Mechanical Aptitude  1977  Grade 9-Adult  
Bennett Mechanical Comprehension Test  1940-1970  Grade 9-Adult  
Detroit Mechanical Aptitudes Examination-Rev  1928-1939  Grades 7-16  
Revised Minnesota Paper Form Board Test  1970  Grade 9-Adult  
SRA Test of Mechanical Concepts  1976  High school & Adult  

MEMORY  
Memory-for-Designs Test  1973  Age 8.5 & up  
Wechsler Memory Scale, 3rd ed. (WMS-III)  1997  Ages 16-89  

MINIMUM COMPETENCY  
Florida Literacy Test  1978  Grades 3,5,8,11  
Florida State Student Assessment Test-Part II  1982  Grades 10-12  
Maine Assessment of Basic Skills  1978  Grades 8-11  
Massachusetts Test of Basic Skills  1981  ungraded  
Michigan Educational Assessment Program  1978  Grades 4,7,10  
Montana Educational Assessment Program  1975-1977  Grades 6-12  
Nebraska Assessment Battery of Essential Learning Skills  1977  Grade 5 & up  
New Jersey Educational Assessment Program-Minimum Basic Skills Tests  1981-1982  Grade 3,6,9,11  
New Mexico High School Proficiency Examination-Student Writing Skills  1978  High school  
New York State-Regents Competency Testing Program  1978  High school  
SCORE  1976-1977  Grades 1-8  
Virginia (Commonwealth) Graduation Competency Tests  1978-1979  Grade 10  

MORALS  
Measurement of Moral Judgment  1987  Age 10 & up  

MOTIVATION  
Animal Crackers-A Test of Motivation to Achieve  1973-1975  Grades K-1  
Primary Academic Sentiment Scale  1968  Ages 4.4-7.3  
School Motivation Analysis Test-Research Ed (SMAT)  1970-1976  Ages 12-17  

MOTOR DEVELOPMENT  
Oseretsky Tests of Motor Proficiency  1946  Ages 4-16  
Test of Gross Motor Development 2nd Ed (TGMD-2)  2000  Ages 3.0-10.11  

MUSIC  
Musical Aptitude Profile  1965  Grades 4-12  

NEWSPAPERS  
ANPA Foundation Newspaper Test  1972  Grades 7-12  

NUTRITION  
Nutrition Knowledge & Interest Questionnaire  1981  Grade 9 & up  

Educational Resource Center, Maxwell Library  Bridgewater State University  
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**PAIN**  
Pain Apperception Test  1973  *Adult*

**PARENTS**  
Parenting Stress Index (PSI) 3rd Ed Updated Version  1995  *Adult*

**PERSONALITY**  
Adjective Check List (ACL)  1980  *Grade 9-Adult*  
Barclay Classroom Assessment System (BCAS)  1971-1983  *Grades 3-6*  
Barron/Welsh Art Scale  1949  *Age 6 & up*  
Behavior Analysis Scale-Educable  1969  *School children age 6 & up*  
Bender/Gestalt Test  1963  *Age 4 & up*  
Blacky Pictures  1950  *Age 5 & up*  
Burks Behavior Rating Scales  1977-1980  *Grades PreK-8*  
California Psychological Inventory (CPI)-3rd Ed  1996  *Age 14-Adult*  
California Test of Personality- Rev  1953  *Grade K-Adult*  
Child Behavior Rating Scale  1962  *Grades K-3*  
Children's Apperception Test-6th & Rev Ed  1974  *Ages 3-10*  
Children's Personality Questionnaire  1971-1975  *Ages 8-12*  
Devereux Scales of Mental Disorders  1994  *Ages 5-18*  
Draw a Person: Screening Procedure for Emotional Disturbance  1991  *Ages 6-17*  
Draw-A-Person Test  1963  *Age 5 & up*  
Early School Personality Questionnaire  1963-1976  *Ages 6-8*  
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule  1959  *College & Adult*  
Forty-Eight Item Counseling Evaluation Test  1971  *Adolescent & Adults*  
Jesness Inventory  1962-1966  *Ages 8-Adult*  
Jr/Sr High School Personality Questionnaire  1968-1973  *Ages 12-18*  
Kuder Preference Record-Personal  1948-1963  *Grade 9-Adult*  
Luscher Color Test  1969  *Adult*  
Minnesota Counseling Inventory  1953  *High school*  
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) Form R  1985  *Ages 16-65*  
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2)  1989  *Ages 16-65*  
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-Adolescent (MMPI-A)  1992  *Ages 14-18*  
Mooney Problem Check List  1950  *Grade 7-Adult*  
Myers/Briggs Type Indicator-Form M (MBTI-M)  1998  *Grade 9-Adult*  
Omnibus Personality Inventory  1968  *College*  
Personality Inventory  1959  *Grade 9-Adult*  
Personality Inventory for Children 2nd Ed (PIC-2)  2001  *Ages 5-19*  
Personality Inventory for Youth (PIY)  1995  *Grades 4-12*  
Preschool and Kindergarten Behavior Scales  1994  *Ages 3-6*  
Roberts Apperception Test for Children  1982  *Ages 6-15*  
Rorschach Psychodiagnostic Test  1994  *Age 3 & up*  
Rotter Incomplete Sentences Blank 2nd Ed  1992  *High school-Adult*  
School Behavior Checklist  1981  *Ages 4-13*  
School Social Behavior Scales (SSBS)  1993  *Grades K-12*  
Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 PF) 5th Ed  1994  *Age 16 & up*  
Symonds Picture/Story Test  1948  *Grades 7-12*  
Teddy Bear Ink Blots  1988  *All ages*  
Thematic Apperception Test (TAT)  1971  *Age 4 & up*  
Walker Problem Behavior Identification Checklist  1970  *Grade 4-6*  
Welsh Figure Preference Test-Research Ed  1949  *Age 6 & up*
PHONICS
California Phonics Survey 1962-1963 Grade 7-College
Reading Diagnostic Probe I-SARA 1973 Grades 2-5

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AAHPER Cooperative Physical Education Test 1971 Grades 4-12
AAHPER Youth Fitness Test 1976 Grades 5-16
AAHPERD Lifetime Health Related Physical Fitness 1980 Grades 5-12
Health Related Physical Fitness 1980 Grades 5-12

PHYSICS
Dunning-Abeles Physics Test 1967 Grades 10-13

POLITICAL SCIENCE
American Political Behavior Achievement Test 1974 Grades 9-12

PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE
Portuguese Reading Test 197-? Ungraded

PRE-REFERRAL ASSESSMENT
Academic Competence Evaluation Scales (ACES) 2000 Grades K-12

PRESCHOOL CHILDREN
Pre-School Behavior Checklist (PBCL) 1988 Ages 2-5

PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI) 1993 Age 13 & up
Symptom Checklist-90-R 1994 Age 13 & up

READING
Acorn Achievement Tests-Primary Reading Test 1953-1966 Grades 2-3
American School Achievement Test-Reading 1955 Grades 10-13
American School Reading Readiness Test 1964 1st grade entrants
Analysis of Readiness Skills-Reading & Mathematics 1972 Grades K-1
Analytical Reading Inventory-3rd Ed 1985 Grades 2-9
Basic Sight Word Test 1942 Grades 1-2
Beginning Assessment Test for Reading 1975 Grade K
Binion/Beck Reading Readiness Test for Kindergarten & First Grade 1945 Grades K-1
Botel Reading Inventory 1961-1970 Grades 1-4
California Diagnostic Reading Tests 1989 Grades 1-12
Cooperative English Tests-Form 1C-Reading Comprehension 1960 Grades 13-14
Davis Reading Test 1957-1961 Grades 8-13
Diagnostic Analysis of Reading Errors (DARE) 1979 Age 12-Adult
Diagnostic Reading Scales-Rev Ed 1972 Grades 1-6
Diagnostic Reading Tests 1947-1971 Grades K-13
Diagnostic Word Patterns-Tests 1, 2 & 3 1978 Grade 3-Adult
Doren Diagnostic Reading Test of Word Recognition Skills 1973 Grades 1-4
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty-3rd Ed 1980 Grades 1-6
Durrell Listening/Reading Series-Advanced Level 1970 Grades 7-9
Durrell Listening/Reading Series-Intermediate Level 1970 Grades 3-6
Durrell Listening/Reading Series-Primary Level 1970 Grades K-2
Durrell/Sullivan Reading Capacity & Achievement Tests-Reading Achievement-Intermediate 1937-1965 Grades 3-6
Durrell/Sullivan Reading Capacity & Achievement Tests-Reading Achievement-Primary 1937-1973

Grades 2.5-4.5


Grades 3-6

Ekwall Reading Inventory 1979 Grades 1-9
First Grade Screening Test 1966-1969 1st grade entrants
Gates/MacGinitie Reading Test-4th Ed Forms S Level 3 2000 Grade 3
Gates/McKillop Reading Diagnostic Tests 1962 Grades 2-6
Gates/McKillop/Horowitz Reading Diagnostic Tests 1981 Grades 1-6
Gilmore Oral Reading Test 1968 Grades 1-8
Gray Oral Reading Tests 4th Ed (GORT-4) 2001 Ages 6-18
Gray Silent Reading Tests 2000 Ages 7-25
Group Diagnostic Reading Aptitude & Achievement Tests 1966 Grades 3-9
Harrison/Stroud Reading Readiness Profiles 1956 Grades K-1
Individual Pupil Monitoring System-Reading 1974 Grades 1-6
Individualized Diagnostic Reading Inventory-Rev Ed 1976 Grades Preschool-12
Iowa Silent Reading Test-Level 1 1972 Grades 6-9
Lee/Clark Reading Readiness Test 1960 Grades K-1
McCall/Crabbs Standard Test Lessons in Reading-Book A 1961 Grades 2-4
McCullough Word-Analysis Tests 1962-1963 Grades 4-6
Monroe Diagnostic Reading Test 1979 Grades 1-10
Monroe's Standardized Silent Reading Test 1958 Grades 3-5
Murphy/Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis 1964-1965 Grades K-1
National Achievement Tests-Reading Comprehension Test for Grades 3-8 1957-1960
National Achievement Tests-Reading Comprehension Test for Grades 4-9 1959-1966
Nelson/Denny Reading Test-Forms G & H 1993 Grade 9-Adult
Nelson Reading Skills Test 1977 Grades 3-9
New Sucher-Allred Reading Placement Inventory 1981 Grades 2-12
Performance Assessment in Reading (PAIR) 1978 Grade 7 & under
Pre-Reading Screening Procedures-Rev 1977 1st grade entrants
Prescriptive Reading Inventory 1972-1977 Grades 4-5
Prescriptive Reading Performance Test 1978 Grades 1-12 & Adults
Pressey Diagnostic Reading Tests 1929 Grades 3-9
Primary Reading Profiles 1967-1968 Grades 1-3
Reading Aptitude Tests 1963 Grades K-1
Reading Inventory Probe I (READI) 1973 Grades 1-2
Reading Yardsticks 1981 Grades K-8
Senior High Assessment of Reading Performance (SHARP) 1978 High school
Silent Reading Diagnostic Tests 1970 Grades 2-6
Sipay Word Analysis Tests 1974 Grades 2-12
Skills Monitoring Systems-Reading/Comprehension-Blue Grade 3
Skills Monitoring Systems-Reading/Comprehension-Green Grade 4 1975
Skills Monitoring Systems-Reading/Comprehension-Purple Grade 5 /
Skills Monitoring Systems-Reading/Word Identification 1975 Grade 3
Slosson Oral Reading Test (SORT-R)-Rev Ed 1990 Children & Adults
Slosson Test of Reading Readiness 1991 Grades K-1
Spadafore Diagnostic Reading Test 1983 Grade 1-Adult
Spatial Orientation Memory Test 1971 Ages 5-7
Speed Scale for Determining Independent Reading Level 1975 Grades 1-12
SRA Reading Record 1959 Grades 6-12
Standardized Oral Reading Check Tests 1923-1955 Grades 1-8
Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs 1955 Grades 1-8
Standardized Reading Inventory 2nd Ed (SRI-2) 1999 Grades Preprimary-Grade 8

Educational Resource Center, Maxwell Library Bridgewater State University
Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test 4th Ed-Form J Green Level  1995-1996 \ Grades 1.5-13.0
Steinbach Test of Reading Readiness  1965 Grades K-1
System for Teacher Evaluation of Prereading Skills (STEPS)  1975 Grades K-1
Test of Reading Comprehension-3rd ed. (TORC-3)  1995 Ages 7-17
Traxler High School Reading Test-Rev  1966 Grades 9-12
Traxler Silent Reading Test-Form 1 Rev  1969 Grades 7-10
Traxler Silent Reading Test-Form 3\  1934-1969 Grades 7-10
Traxler Silent Reading Test-Form 4 /
Woodcock-Johnson III Diagnostic Reading Battery (WJ-III DB)  2004 Ages 2-90
Woodcock Reading Mastery Test-Rev  1998 Grade K-Adult
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests 3rd ed. Forms A and B  2011 Grade K-12; Ages 4.6-79.11

**RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE**
Receptive Oral Language Inventory (ROLI)  1995 Grades K-3

**RETENTION**
Light's Retention Scale (LRS) -  1998 Ed Ages 6-18

**RUSSIAN LANGUAGE**
MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests-Russian  1963-1965 High school-College

**SALES SKILLS**
Aptitude Tests for Occupations-General Sales Aptitude  1977 Grade 9-Adult

**SCHOOL**
Education Apperception Test  1973 Grades Preschool-5
FIRO Scales-Val-Ed-Educational Values  1962-1978 Grades 9-16
Parent Opinion Inventory-Rev  1981 Parents of schoolchildren

**SCHOOL DROPOUTS**
Demos D (DROPOUT) Scale  1970 Grades 7-12
Dropout Prediction & Prevention  1990 Grades 8-12

**SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT**
Classroom Environment Scale  1974-1975 Junior & senior high school
Classroom Interaction Analysis  1973 Grades K-12
Early Childhood Environment Rating Scale  1998 Early childhood programs or classrooms
Effective School Battery  1984-1991 Grades 7-12 & teachers
Oral School Attitude Test  1973 Grades K-3
Quality of School Life Scale  1978 Grades 4-12
School Attitude Test  1973 Grades 4-6
School Effectiveness Questionnaire  1993 Grades 5-12
School Inventory  1936 High school

**SCHOOL PHOBIA**
Scale for the Identification of School Phobia  1983 Grades 1-12

**SCHOOL READINESS**
Anton Brenner Developmental Gestalt Test of School Readiness  1964 Ages 5-6
Developmental Tasks for Kindergarten Readiness II  1994 Ages 4.6-6.2
Kindergarten Readiness Test (KRT)  1988 Ages 4-6
Kindergarten Screening Inventory  1980 PreKindergarten
Maturity Level for School Entrance & Reading Readiness  1959 Grades K-1

Educational Resource Center, Maxwell Library    Bridgewater State University
Metropolitan Readiness Tests Levels 1/2 6th Ed (MRT 6) 1994-1995  Ages 4-7
PMA Readiness Level  1974  Grades K-1
Pre-Academic Learning Inventory   1975  Grades K-1
Pre-Kindergarten Screen (PKS)  2000  Ages 4-5.11
Riley Preschool Developmental Screening Inventory  1969  Ages 3-5
School Readiness Checklist  1963  Ages 5-6
School Readiness Survey  1969  Ages 4-6
School Readiness Test  1974-1977  Grades K-1

SCIENCE
Aptitude Tests for Occupations-Scientific Aptitude  1977  Grade 9-Adult
Cooperative Science Tests  1962-1974  Grades 7-12
Read General Science Test-Rev Ed  1965  Grades 7-9

SECURITY
Security-Insecurity Inventory  1973  Grade 9-Adult

SELF-CONCEPT
Behavioral Academic Self-Esteem (BASE)  1982  Grades Preschool-8
Culture-Free Self Esteem Inventories 3rd Ed (CFSEI-3)  2002  Ages 6-18
How I see Myself Scale  1968  Grades 3-12
Inferred Self-Concept Scale  1973  Grades 1-6
Multidimensional Self Concept Scale  1992  Grades 5-12
Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept Scale-Rev  1984  Grades 4-12
Primary Self-Concept Inventory  1974  Grades K-4
Self-Esteem Index (SEI)  1990-1991  Ages 7-18
Self-Esteem Inventories (SEI)-Coopersmith  1981  Age 8-Adult
Student Self-Concept Scale  1993  Grades 3-12
Tennessee Self-Concept Scale 2nd Ed (TSCS:2)  1996  Ages 7-90

SENSORY-MOTOR
Cleary-Now Test of Perceptual-Motor Readiness  1974  Grades K-1
Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration (VMI) 4th Ed  1997  Age 3-Adult
Frostig Movement Skills Test Battery-Experimental Ed  1972  Ages 6-12
Kerby Learning Modality Test-Rev  1980  Kindergarten
Lincoln/Oseretsky Motor Development Scale  1954  Ages 6-14
McCarthy Screening Test  1978  Ages 4-6.5
Purdue Perceptual-Motor Survey  1966  Ages 6-10
Quick Neurological Screening Test II, 2nd revised ed.  1998  Age 5 & up
Riley Motor Problems Inventory  1976  Ages 4-9
Slosson Drawing Coordination Test for Children & Adults  1973  Age 1.5 & up
Southern California Perceptual-Motor Tests  1969  Ages 4-8

SEX ROLE
BEM Sex-Role Inventory  1978-1981  High school-College-Adult

SEXUAL ABUSE
Sexual Abuse Screening Inventory  1987  Preschool-Adolescence

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Child Sexual Behavior Inventory (CSBI)  1997  For mothers w/children ages 2-12

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
Aptitude Tests for Occupations: Personal-Social Aptitude, Form A  1977  Grade 9-Adult
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Resource Center, Maxwell Library    Bridgewater State University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Preschool Social Competency Scale</strong> 1969  <em>Ages 2.5-5.5</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIRO-B</strong>- 1977-1996  <em>Grade 9-Adult</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jesness Behavior Checklist</strong>- 1970  <em>Age 10 &amp; up</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School Social Skills-S3-Rating Scale</strong> 1984  <em>Elementary-high school</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Skills Rating System (SSRS)</strong> 1990  <em>Grades K-12</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vineland Social-Emotional Early Childhood Scales (Vineland SEEC)</strong> 1998  <em>Ages 5-11</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vineland Social Maturity Scale</strong> 1985  <em>Ages 3-12</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walker-McConnell Scale of Social Competence &amp; School Adjustment</strong> 1988  <em>Grades K-6</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SOCIAL STUDIES

- Cooperative Social Studies Tests 1964-1965  *Grades 7-9*
- Primary Social Studies Test 1967  *Grades 1-3*

### SPANISH LANGUAGE

- Baltimore County Spanish Test 1962  *HS Students who have completed 1 year of high school Spanish*
- Dos Amigos Verbal Language Scales 1996 ed.  *Ages 5-13.5*
- El Circo 1980  *Ages 4-6*
- MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests-Spanish 1963-1965  *Grades 9-16*
- Spanish/English Language Performance Screening 1976  *Daycare & Grades K-2*

### SPEECH

- Arizona Articulation Proficiency Scale-2nd Ed 1986  *Ages 1.5-13*
- Assessment of Intelligibility of Dysarthric Speech 1984  *Adolescents & Adults*
- Assessment of Phonological Processes – Revised 1986  *Ages 3-12*
- Bankson Language Test-2 (BLT-2)-Rev Ed 1990  *Ages 3.0-6.11*
- Basic Language Concepts Test 1982  *Ages 4-6.5*
- Cambridge Kindergarten Screening Test 1984  *Grade K*
- Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-Rev (CELF-R) 1987  *Ages 5-16*
- Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals: Screening Test 3rd ed. (CELF-3) 1996  *Ages 6-21*
- Communicative Evaluation Chart From Infancy to 5 Years 1963  *Ages 3months-3 years*
- Deep Test of Articulation 1964  *Grades 2 & under; Grades 3 & over*
- Denver Articulation Screening Exam 1971  *Ages 2.5-6*
- Dysarthria Examination Battery 1993  *Children-Adult*
- Environmental Language Intervention Program 1978  *Children w/language delay*
- Evaluating Communicative Competence 1986  *Grades 4-12*
- Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised 2000  *Ages 2-18*
- Fisher-Logemann Test of Articulation Competence 1971  *Preschool-Adult*
- Fluharthy Preschool Speech and Language Screening Test 1978  *Ages 2-6*
- Frenchay Dysarthria Assessment 1983  *Ages 12 & over*
- Goldman Fristoe Test of Articulation 2nd Ed- 2000  *Ages 2 & over*
- Graduated Language Training Treatment Manual for Patients with Aphasia and Children with Language Deficiencies 1980  *Preschool-Adult*
- Iowa's Severity Rating Scale for Speech & Language Impairments 1986  *Ages 2-Adult*
- Joliet 3-Minute Speech & Language Screen Revised 1992  *Grades K,2,and 5*
- Khan-Lewis Phonological Analysis 1986  *Ages 2.0-5.11*
- Language Sampling, Analysis & Training-3rd Ed (LSAT-3) 1999  *Children w/language delay*
- Let's Talk Inventory for Children 1987  *Ages 4-8*
- Merrill Language Screening Test (MLST) 1980  *Grades K-1*
- Michigan Oral Language Productive Test 1959  *ESL and children with speech/language impairments*
- Northwestern Syntax Screening Test 1971  *Ages 3-8*
- Ohio Tests of Articulation & Perception of Sounds 1973  *Ages 5-8*
- Phonological Process Analysis 1979  *Ages 2-5 w/phonological disabilities*
- Photo Articulation Test 3rd Ed (PAT-3) 1997  *Ages 3-8*
- Picture Articulation & Language Screening Test 1976  *Grade 1*
Preschool Language Scale-3 (PLS-3) 1992 Ages 3-5
Quick Screen of Phonology 1990 Ages 3-9
QuickScreen 1980 Grades K-2
Receptive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised 2000 Ages 2-18
Revised Edinburgh Functional Communication Profile 1990 Adult
Riley Articulation & Language Test-Revised 1971 Grades K-2
Screening Deep Test of Articulation 1968 Grades K & up
Screening Test for Developmental Apraxia of Speech 1980 Ages 4-12
Slosson Articulation Language Test with Phonology (SALT-P) 1986 Ages 3.0-5.11
Test of Early Language Development-3rd Ed (TELD-3) 1999 Ages 2.0-7.11
Test of Language Development-Intermediate (TOLD-I) 1982 Ages 8.6-12.11
Test of Language Development-Primary 3rd Ed (TOLD-P:3) 1997 Ages 4.0-8.11
Test of Minimal Articulation Competence (T-MAC) 1981 Ages 3 & up
Verbal Language Development Scale 1971 Birth-Age 15
Weiss Comprehensive Articulation Test (WCAT) 1978 Ages 3 & up

**SPELLING**
Buckingham Extension of the Ayres Spelling Scale 1919 Grades 2-9
Diagnostic Spelling Potential Test (DSPT) 1982 Age 7-Adult
Kansas Spelling Test 1964 Grades 3, 4-6, 7-8
Sanders/Fletcher Spelling Test 1964 Grades 9-13
Spelling Diagnostic Probe 1970 Grades 2-8
Test of Written Spelling-4th Ed (TWS-4) 1999 Grades 1-8
Traxler High School Spelling Test 1955 Grades 9-12

**STRESS**
School Situation Survey 1989 Grades 4-12
Teacher Stress Inventory 1988 Adult

**STUDY SKILLS**
Study Habits Checklist 1967 Grades 9-14
Study Habits Inventory-Rev Ed 1962-1969 High school seniors & college students
Study Skills Counseling Evaluation 1976 Grades 9-16
Study Skills Test-McGraw/Hill Basic Skills System 1970 Grades 11-14
Survey of Study Habits & Attitudes 1967 Grades 7-14

**SUBSTANCE ABUSE**
Personal Experience Inventory (PEI) 1989 Ages 12-18
Substance Abuse Screening Test (SAST) 1993 Age 13-Adult
Substance Abuse Subtle Screening Inventory (SASSI) 1985/94 Adolescents & Adults

**SUICIDE**
Life Orientation Inventory (LOI) 1988 Age 13 & up
Suicide Probability Scale (SPS) 1982 Ages 10-65
Time Questionnaire-Assessing Suicide Potential 1978 Adult

**TEACHER PERFORMANCE**
Teacher Evaluation Rating Scale 1988 Adult

**TEACHERS**
Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory 1951 Elementary & Secondary school teachers
Teacher Opinion Inventory-Revised 1981  Elementary & Secondary school teachers
Teaching Evaluation Record 1956  Teachers

VALUES
Study of Values-A Scale for Measuring the Dominant Interests in Personality 1960  Grade 10-Adult
Val-Ed (VALUES EDUCATION) 1977  Grades 9-16
Values Inventory for Children (VIC) 1976  Grades 1-7
Values Scale-2nd Ed 1986/1989  Grade 4-Adult

VERBAL LEARNING
California Verbal Learning Test 2nd Ed Adult Version (CVLT-II) 2000  Age 16 & up

VIOLENCE
Attitudes Toward Guns and Violence Questionnaire (AGVQ) 2000  Ages 6-29

VISION
A-B-C Vision Test for Ocular Dominance 1929  Age 5 & up
Denver Eye Screening Test 1973  Age 6 months & up
Developmental Test of Visual Perception 2nd Ed (DTVP-2) 1993  Ages 4-10
Jordan Left/Right Reversal Test 1990 Ed  Ages 5-12
Test of Visual Analysis Skills (TVAS) 1975  Grades preschool-3
Visual Discrimination Test 1975  Ages 5-8

VISUAL MEMORY
Benton Visual Retention Test 5th Ed 1991  Age 8-Adult

VISUAL PERCEPTION
Mertens Visual Perception Test 1974  Grades K-1
Motor-Free Visual Perception Test (MVPT-R) Revised 1996  Ages 4-11

VOCABULARY
Beery Picture Vocabulary Test & Picture Vocabulary Screening 1992  Gr. 2-12 (screening series); Ages 2½- Adult (test)
Vocabulary Test for High School Students & College Freshmen 1964  Grades 9-13
Wide Range Vocabulary Tests 1972  Age 8 & up

VOCATIONAL INTERESTS
Career Occupational Preference System-Form R-Interest Inventory (COPS) 1974-1981  Grade 6 & up
Career Occupational Preference System II-Intermediate Inventory (COPS) 1980  Grade 6 & up
Geist Picture Interest Inventory-Revised 1975-1980  Grade 8-Adult
Gordon Occupational Check List II 1980-1981  Grade 8-Adult
Guilford-Schneidman-Zimmerman Interest Survey 1948-1949  Grades 9-16
Guilford-Zimmerman Interest Inventory 1963  Grade 9-Adult
Hall Occupational Orientation Inventory-3rd Ed 1971-1976  Grade 3-Adult
Harrington-O'Shea Career Decision Making System Revised 1992-1993  Grades 7-12, College & Adult
Kuder General Interest Survey-E 1963-1976  Grades 6-12
Kuder Occupational Interest Survey-Form DD-2nd Ed 1979  Grade 11-Adult
Kuder Preference Record-Vocational 1948-1970  Grade 9-Adult
Minnesota Vocational Interest Inventory 1965  Males over age 15
Ohio Vocational Interest Survey-2nd Ed 1981  Grades 7-12, College & Adult
Planning Career Goals 1975-1977  Grades 9-12
Reading-Free Vocational Interest Inventory 1981  Age 13-Adult
Self Directed Search (SDS) Form R 1994  Grade 9-Adult
Strong Interest Inventory 1994  Age 16 & up
Strong Vocational Interest Blank 1985 Ed  Adult
Vocational Apperception Test-Advanced Form 1949  College level
Vocational Interest-Experience & Skill Assessment(VIESA) 1976  Grades 8-12
Vocational Interest Inventory-Rev (VII-R) 1993  Grades 9-12
Vocational Preference Index (VPI) 1976-1978  Grade 3-Adult
Vocational Preference Inventory 1965  Grades 12-16 & Adult

VOCACTIONS
Assessment of Career Development 1974  Grades 8-12
Career Ability Placement Survey (CAPS) 1976  Junior high school-College & Adult
Career Assessment Inventory 1986  Age 15 & up
Career Development Inventory 1979-1982  Grades 9-12 & Adult
Career Orientation Placement & Evaluation Survey 1977-1981  Grades 7-12, College & Adult
Gordon Personal Profile-Inventory (GPP-I) 1993  Adolescent-Adult
Guilford-Zimmerman Aptitude Survey 1947-1975  Grade 9-Adult
San Francisco Vocational Competency Scale 1968  Mentally disabled adults
Short Occupational Knowledge Test 1969-1970  Adult
Social & Prevocational Information Battery-Rev Ed (SPIB-R) 1986  Junior & senior high school
Vocational Planning Inventory-High School Prediction Program 1968  Grades 8-10
Wesman Personnel Classification Test 1946-1965  Grade 8-Adult
Wide Range Employability Sample Test (WREST) 1980  Age 16 & up
Wonderlic Personnel Test 1942-1983  Adult
Work Values Inventory (WVI) 1968  Grades 7-16 & Adult
You-Today & Tomorrow 1959  Grades 8-9

WRITING
California Achievement Tests-Forms E & F-Writing Assessment System 1986-1987  Grades 2.6-12.9
CTB Writing Assessment System 1993  Grades 2-12
Informal Writing Inventory 1986  Grades 3-12
Oral and Written Language Scales-Written Expression Scale (OWLS) 1996  Ages 5-21
Test of Written English (TWE) 1979  Grades 1-6
Test of Written Language-3rd Ed (TOWL-3) 1996  Ages 7.6-17.11
Write-Junior High: Assessment of Skill in Written Composition 1980  Grades 7 & under
Write-Senior High-Assessment of Skill in Written Composition 1979  Grades 10 & under
Writing Proficiency Program (WPP) 1979  Grades 9-13